A dual optimization method for the material parameter identification of a biphasic poroviscoelastic hydrogel: Potential application to hypercompliant soft tissues.
A dual-indentation creep and stress relaxation methodology was developed and validated for the material characterization of very soft biological tissue within the framework of the biphasic poroviscoelastic (BPVE) constitutive model. Agarose hydrogel, a generic porous medium with mobile fluid, served as a mechanical tissue analogue for validation of the experimental procedure. Indentation creep and stress relaxation tests with a solid plane-ended cylindrical indenter were performed at identical sites on a gel sample with dimensions large enough with respect to indenter size in order to satisfy an infinite layer assumption. A finite element (FE) formulation coupled to a global optimization algorithm was utilized to simultaneously curve-fit the creep and stress relaxation data and extract the BPVE model parameters for the agarose gel. A numerical analysis with artificial data was conducted to validate the uniqueness of the computational procedure. The BPVE model was able to successfully cross-predict both creep and stress relaxation behavior for each pair of experiments with a single unique set of material parameters. Optimized elastic moduli were consistent with those reported in the literature for agarose gel. With the incorporation of appropriately-sized indenters to satisfy more stringent geometric constraints, this simple yet powerful indentation methodology can provide a straightforward means by which to obtain the BPVE model parameters of biological soft tissues that are difficult to manipulate (such as brain and adipose) while maintaining a realistic in situ loading environment.